Inhibition as a "slave" process: deactivation of conditioned inhibition through extinction of conditioned excitation.
Rats were used in a conditioned-suppression paradigm to investigate why a conditioned inhibition (CS-) does not extinguish when presented alone. Experiment 1 assessed the role of blocking by excitatory contextual cues and/or an evoked representation of the conditioned excitor (CS+), which had been nonreinforced in compound with the CS-. When the CS+ and context were extinguished prior to presentations of the CS- alone, the CS- showed a retardation effect, evidently reflecting latent inhibition, because no inhibition was detected in controls for which presentations of the CS- alone had been omitted. Experiment 2 showed that the loss of conditioned inhibition (CI) was due to excitatory extinction and not to time since conditioning. Furthermore, when excitation was reconditioned to the extinguished CS+ (Experiment 1), or to a novel CS in the same context (Experiment 2), CI was restored. Two other experiments evaluated whether the maintenance of CI depended upon excitation that was generic in form or associatively tied to the training context. They showed no loss of CI when groups received CS+ extinction in that context, along with concomitant presentations in a different context of the US by itself, for a novel CS, or correlated either positively or negatively with the original CS+. Collectively, the findings argue that CI is a "slave" to excitation, for when excitation is extinguished, CI is deactivated; and yet when excitation is reconditioned to the original or a new CS+ in the same or a different context, CI is restored.